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I tried to consider what a good analogy would be for the woman at the well who we encounter 
today. Perhaps not turning on the water in the kitchen sink, or going to the supermarket. 
However, the story is a life-changing story – and going to the supermarket is not usually a life-
changing event… 

…But sometimes it is. Two years ago, I was in Roche Bros. in Natick. As I recall, I was in the 
canned goods aisle when my cell phone rang. I answered; it was Cardinal O’Malley, and he asked 
me to come here to Our Lady’s while I was buying tuna fish. Often, ordinary situations take on 
extraordinary significance. 

As the Cardinal and I spoke, I began to realize that my life was about to change – we’ve all 
known those kinds of days. The day you left for college. The day you got engaged. The day you 
were diagnosed with diabetes. The day you were hired for the dream job. We all know the 
experience. 

But this experience in the Gospel today isn’t just a story of the unexpected changing us, but of 
the unexpected changing our faith for the better. This woman’s faith grew because of the chance 
encounter with Christ. Though it was only a chance from her perspective, he was quite 
deliberate by his slow, steady, unrelenting conversation with her. And she began to change – we 
hear it. She first calls him a Jew, then calls him sir, then a prophet, then – the Messiah. 

St. John may have taken some liberties in telescoping the story of her progressing faith, her 
evolving faith, into just one day, but he hasn’t changed the effect at all. Little by little, as she 
grew to know Christ, she herself grew too – from a loner who goes to the well at the hottest 
part of the day when no one else would go. It’s too hot, but there so is, expecting to be alone and 
Christ is there – he makes an overture and she follows. It was awkward but nonetheless 
graceful – and, little by little, she’s changed from loner to dialogue partner to believer to 
witness. 

There is an old Arabic proverb that says the worst crime in the desert is to know where the 
water is and keep it a secret. This woman knew where the well was but discovered the living 
water wasn’t in the well but sitting at it waiting for her. As she tasted it, she wanted more; as 
she got more, she shared it. She goes from loner to witness because her dialogue with Christ 
changed her into a woman of growing faith who couldn’t help but point people to Christ. 

This woman is a symbol of what Christ wants to do in us – of how he wants to affect our faith, 
from loner to dialogue partner to believer to witness. The change happens in ordinary life. In 
the supermarkets where, as we’re mindlessly doing the ordinary things of life, the voice of the 
Lord calls out and offers us something new. As we dialogue, we grow and change and become 
better believers – and, as our faith grows, we can’t help but witness to others what Christ 
means – by deeds, for sure, but even in our words. 

We’ve come here to the Eucharist because we know this is where the water, the life-giving 
water is – but, as we drink, we can’t keep it secret. As we meet Christ today, let’s ask him to 
move us forward to deeper faith and better witnessing – so no one in our lives will die of thirst. 


